Ending Noise Words

A G
AG
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFTEN
AKTIESELSKAB
ANONYMOS ETAIRIA
ASSC
ASSN
ASSOC
ASSOCIATES
ASSOCIATION
ASSOCIAZIONE IN PARTECIPAZIONE
B T
BHD
BT
BERHARD
BUSINESS TRUST
C A
C POR A
CA
CHARTERED
CLUB
CO
COMPANIA
COMPANIA ANONIMA
COMPANIA POR ACCIONES
COMPANY
CORP
CORPORATION
CREDIT UNION
CU
FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK
FOUNDATION
FSB
FUND
G P
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
NV
OSUUS
OSUUSKUNTA
P A
P C
P L C
P L L C
PA
PARTNERSHIP
PC
PERSEROAN TERBATAS
PLC
PLLC
PRIVATE LIMITED
PROF ASSN
PROF CORP
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY CO
PROFESSIONAL LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
PROPRIETARY
PT
REIT
RLLP
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT TRUST
REGISTERED LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
REIT
RLLP
S A
S P
S PA
SA
SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
SDN BHD
SENDIRIAN BERHAD
SERVICE CORPORATION
SHADAN
SOCIEDAD ANONIMA
SOCIEDADE ANONIMA
SOCIEDADES ANONIMAS